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COMMANDING OFFICER'S MESSAGE

Well , as promised in my last FALCON message to you , we have had another busy
and successful training season . For future historians I will chronicle some

of the highlights .

Summer Concentration at Petawawa : As I mentioned to you , not only in my

opinion but most instructors at Camp felt you were the best unit there by

fart I admired your spirit and efforts really , on reflection we pretty
well ran it didn't we , with BHQ running the show for the " Good Guys " and our
Company as the very formidable enemy . ( Let's call the War a draw !! )

Summer Militia Course : An expanded course from previous years and an

excellent job by both instructors and candidates . I am delighted to see so

many graduates of this Course among us now as " regulars and continuing
their good work . My congratulations to the members of this Course who
represented the Regiment so well on the Guard of Honour at the opening of the
CNE Armed Forces Exhibit . Still on the subject of the CNE- other sub units
and individuals did us proud in their efforts there . The Veteran's Guard
from the OCA were runners up in their competition . The CNE Armed Forces
Tattoo was coordinated by our Director of Music , Captain Keeling , and our two
fine bands . The Pipes and Drums and the Military Band made excellent con

tributions to the success of that show , as did our members from HQ

/SP Companyand C Company in their mortar demonstration .

Opening of the Royal Horse Show : I was proud to be in attendance when a 50
man Guard of Honour , together with our Pipes and Drums , got a standing
ovation for their performance at the opening of this year's Royal Horse Show
at the Royal Winter Fair .

These are just a few of the highlights of the past . I could go on and on

but would soon run out of paper and audience . Suffice it to say you have .

all worked hard and well this Fall . The Regimental exercise and Fall
Classification were reasonably well attended and quite successful in
addition to your individual Company exercises . The two Ceremonial parades
were not as well attended as they could have been , but were well executed .

All these things previously mentioned
, plus a million little " extras" in

effort , went together to achieve the winning of the Sir Casimir Gzowski
Trophy for the fifth time . I am very proud of all of you . Every man in this
unit had a hand in this wonderful achievement ! A word of warning , however
this is all history now , and to maintain our momentum and continue our
tradition of excellence can get tougher should we become a little " fat " and

over confident . Over confidence , " let George do it" attitudes lead to
mediocrity in an awful hurry . Mediocrity is not a word to be found in a

Highlander's dictionary !

A few words about the future . We will hold a Regimental Reunion to commemo

rate the 80th Anniversary of the founding of the Regiment on the 28th , 29th
and 30th of May 1971. The highlight from the active Regiment's standpoint

will be the presentation of the 48th Highlanders Tattoo on Friday night
May 28th at Maple Leaf Gardens . Many of you participated in the last Tattoo
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HE
two years ago and realize what a tremendous success it

was , and also the
amount of effort expended by all to make it so . The same challenge now

confronts you . I know you will all dig in
and make this year's Tattoo (and

Reunion ) an even bigger success It is worth it !
And now , we take a breather for four weeks , hopefully to enable us to

" recharge the batteries and come back ready for the busy 1971 we have ahead

of us .

My best wishes to you and your families for a Merry Christmas and a Happy 1971 .

" noissaago to bard qas

R. L. Read
offos To8 bisa " ange svad.I dob Lieutenant -Colonel

Commanding Officer 48th Highlanders of Canada

art 2010#tags

no idone

han vers ead atitin

30,000
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SUMMER CAMP 1970

The annual Summer Concentration for the Regiment was held at Camp Petawawa

this year from Sunday 28 June to Sunday 4 July . Your roving reporter was
there , stuck in headquarters jobs most of the time , and unable to get the
photographs which he had planned . But he did get some very interesting com

mentary on tape .

The following are four interviews with NCOs in the field . Two are with our
own men , WO Jackson and SGT Gilbert . In the others the speakers are members
of the Permanent Force . Colour -Sergeant Wood and Sergeant Rollo were both
members of the Canadian Guards . Both served as instructors and observers
while the militia companies conducted attacks on the battle range .
comments , made while operations were in progress , provide an interesting
answer to questions which are raised about the efficiency of militia training .

Their

" They could take their place in case of an emergency in any kind of operation , "
was the comment of Colour - Sergeant Wood , after seeing the 48th in action .
" It was a good show from the sections which I have seen , " said SGT Rollo .

Both are indications that militia units can do a professional job .

While WO Jackson was speaking a section attack was actually in progress . In
reading it you can imagine men nearby , advancing , taking cover , passing infor
mation , and finally gaining their objective . On the tape his remarks are
punctuated with the sound of machine - gun fire . SGT Gilbert was interviewed
just after completing the battle run .

All of the interviews were conducted by SGT Cormack . He was particularly
interested in the question of how the men reacted to an operation using live
ammunition .

SERGEANT CORMACK : Colour - Sergeant Wood , would you describe your function
as a member of the permanent force in assisting militia
training here at Camp Petawawa ?

COLOUR - SERGEANT WOOD :

I
am the training adviser which means that I stick close

to the company commander and advise him on all training
matters .

CORMACK : How do you feel about militia men using live ammunition
in training exercises ?

WOOD : This is my second week with the militia , and from what Ihave seen so far their training and weapon - handling is of
a high calibre . So long as the weapon handling is well
controlled (and this applies to anyone with weapons ) Idon't mind it whatever

. So far it has been very well
controlled , with lots of common sense used by militia
section commanders . It has really gone well .

How have the militia been performing on this concentration ?CORMACK :

WOOD : So far we have been quite amazed at the proficiency of
training that the militia has shown , and we are very
impressed with the enthusiasm and interest displayed by
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all . W
e
are especially pleased at the standard which the commanders

on all levels have displayed . They have a lot of common sense and

show that they have good control over the men . They really know a

lot more than I expected . They require more training in certain
aspects of exercises which they have encountered here . They have done

some things here with which they are not familiar
- jungle tactics ,

village clearing , ambush drills and counter - ambush drills . These

are the types of things where I would suggest additional training ,

along with watermanship and cliff scaling
. I realize that the oppor

tunity doesn't always present itself
, but if it were possible

such

things would help everyone
on this concentration . At conventional

tactics they are very , very good .

CORMACK : You are generally pleased with the performance of the people you have

seen ?

WOOD :

Io

Yes , certainly . Keeping in mind the purpose for which they are

trained they are doing a very , very good job . I cannot
emphasize

enough the need for the commanders and others to practise regularly.

If they maintain the standard
you have shown me in the last week , Iwould say that they could take their place in case of emergency in

any kind of operation .

After leaving Colour - Sergeant
Wood , your reporter watched a section of the 48th

Company carry out an attack on the battle range . The scheme envisaged that an

enemy was withdrawing , and had left pockets of resistance along the way . The

task of the section was to scout these pockets , and to carry out an attack on

a machine gun position . Warrant Officer Jackson observed the action and des

cribed it for your reporter
. At the completion of the attack SGT Rollo , the

range instructor , and SGT Gilbert , the section commander , gave their comments .

CORMACK : What are the men doing now ?

JACKSON : They are advancing along the side to find the enemy .

CCRMACK : How will they know when they have made contact ?

JACKSON : They will come under fire and balloons will pop up . There , they

are sending scouts now .

CORMACK : Are the chaps a little nervous knowing that they are carrying live
ammunition ?

JACKSON :
Some of them are , I think , but they have to get used to it

. Watch !

The scouts have gone to ground .Do you see ? They are under fire now.
They have passed the information back to the section commander .

CORMACK : That firing which we are hearing , is it simulated ?

Summer Camp contid
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Summer Camp cont d

JACKSON : It is blanks
. Do you see the machine gun ? There is a cord on it

which you can see . The cord is pulled and it fires the machine gun .

There it goes now .

CORMACK : What are the attackers doing ?

JACKSON : The scouts have found where the fire is coming from , the section
commander is going forward to have a look . He has to decide what

action to take .

svad oot of

Watch then now ! The scouts are giving covering fire , while the
machine gun is being taken up to the top of that hill . When the
machine gun is in position the section will move around to the left
to do a left - flanking attack . There they go now . They are trying to
get at right - angles to the enemy position

. Then they will form an

extended line and move in towards it
. The machine gun gives more

fire- power as they go in .

CORMACK : At a moment like this , is it not a little difficult to control the
section ?

JACKSON : Yes . Especially right now . They have started to double . They must

be careful not to get carried away , especially with those live rounds

in their rifles.
Now they have reached the objective , and are sweeping on through .

They have to pass it by about 50 yards in case the enemy brings down

artillery fire on the position .

CORMACK What does the LAR group do now ?

JACKSON : Once the section has moved up and gone to ground the LAR group will
move through the objective , check to make sure that no one has been
left behind , and check for prisoners . Meanwhile the section has

taken up a hasty defense position and takes an ammunition and casualty
report . That completes this attack .

gools tomaybe
CORMACK : Sergeant Rollo , what did you think of the performance of this group as

they went through ?

ROLLO : I thought that it was one of the best groups which has gone through
here in the last two weeks .

CORMACK : Any particular reason ?

ROLLO : The control of the section was good . They made a fast appreciation of
the situation . They made good use of the ground , and the overall per
formance of the section attack was good . Their reorganization on

passing the objective was very good ; they went far enough past it , and
then took up an all - round defense . We have had a good show from the
three sections of this company which have gone through .
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Summer Camp Cont'd

CORMACK : Sergeant Gilbert , when you have got your breath back again , give me

your overall impression of the battle run .

GILBERT : I thought it
was pretty good . It was well organized

and well set up ,

although something went wrong with those balloons going up . You move

your scouts out , and the scouts
bump the enemy . Then you move up ,

you have a look , move up the C2 and do a left - flanking . It's a good

section task for training the men .

CORMACK : How did you feel taking a group of men through the battle run knowing

that they are using live ammunition ?

GILBERT : Not apprehensive .

It becomes sort of
second nature . I have done it

a few times , and you just learn to be more careful . The men have been

trained for several days . They know what they are doing . As long as

you keep a grip on them , telling them when to go and where , when to

put on their bayonets , and when to take them off , when to cock the
weapons , when to put it on rounds , they do what they are told .
not make me nervous . It was just like

a dry attack . It did

CORMACK : How did your people react ? Were they a little tense knowing they
were using live ammunition?

GILBERT : I don't think
so . Perhaps some were a little tense because I kept

drumming it into
them , but it didn't

show . They performed very well
and did a good job .

B. H. Q. " IVORY TOER " (ULCER DEPT ? )

Once again , here it is that season of the year
when everything seems to come back

in a kaleidoscope of happenings . There is an old saying which goes as follows :
*Coming events cast their shadows before them . Needless to add , much water has

passed under the bridge since the first of the year .

To start with , some new faces have appeared in B.H.Q. First , we have an old
hand , MO Csborne , who is now with MAJ Darling and CAPT McCrossan in the Training
wing , along with the new personnel in the Regimental and Tech . Stores : W

O
Harding ,

CPLIS Boggiss , Condie , MacDonald , and Scallan , along with PTE's Matheson and Pat

Gledhill . PTE Gledhill is the confidential clerk to the ROM
S

, and she enlisted

in the Regiment in June of this year , and we trust that her stay with us will be
a long and happy one .

W
e

were all sorry to learn of the serious accident that RQM
S

Jeffrey suffered in
the spring when he injured his leg . W

e
were also sorry about the illness which

laid up Quarters ! Watson for a spell in the hospital . However , both bounced r
right back into harness , which shows that a Highlander will come back stronger

than ever .
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B.H.Q. Contid

Congratulations to CPL Gledhill on having attained her qualification of Junior
NCO , and to the following on having reached the rank for which they have worked

so hard :

LIEUT - COL R. L. Reid , our new Commanding Officer ; the new Regimental SGT MJR ,

Mr. Boggiss , and the new Drill SGT MJR , MWO Crook . The latter two will make
many a raw recruit tremble in his boots for a good purpose .

P. A. McCallum .

16%

The farmer had long admired the minister's mare and at last persuaded
him to sell it

. (The minister was Presbyterian , so he made a good

profit . ) The new owner mounted the horse but couldn't make her move .

"Oh" , said the minister , " I forgot to tell you
. To make her start Ialways say , Thank God , and to stop her I say

Amen ."

With these instructions the farmer had no difficulty in setting off
on a ride , but as they galloped along he realized that they were

heading for a cliff and he had forgotten the word to bring the animal
to a half . In desperation he recited the Lord's Prayer , and the Amen

at the conclusion stopped the horse right on the edge of the chasm .

" Thank God , " said the farmer .

ALPHA- BITS

This year our large and mighty Coy wishes to welcome 2 /LT Cole , the
McLoughlin twins and any other newcomers . Also due to the wisdom of the
BOR we have gained a few new NCO's and men . To these the " Everlasting CPL¹s
Club" (comprised of CPL¹s Strachan , Short , Hough , Ristich and Rosser ) wishes
a hearty welcome . Also very new to the Coy is this wild and strenuous
training which I'm sure is also welcome (otherwise things tend to become

rather boring ) . Beyond these few changes nothing much has happened , except the
McLoughlins laugh a lot , Strachan has a moustache , and rumor has it that

CPL

Hough is due to shrink !

All things considered , it should be a good year , so let's get to it
, ... now .

R. D. Rosser
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B COMPANY

B Coy is all new for the 1970-71 season . With almost a complete change in
personnel it is almost like starting over again , but we are off to a flying
start . Our new company commander , newly promoted MAJ Beal is leading a good
company . We also have other new officers , LT Whitbread and Mr. Goldman , whom
we congratulate on his promotion . WO Barnes is the new CSM and SGT Short has
recently been promoted and transferred to the company . W

e
say farewell to

SGT Potten who has left us for A Company upon his recent promotion . Many

other newcomers to the company have cone from the last summer course and from

last year's C Company . The se , together with old members of B Company , should
make a winning combination .
On the 24th October , C. Company spent the day on a training exercise at Boyd
Conservation Area . B Company sent a platoon of 20 men to act as enemy . PTE S

Helmich and Stewart of B Coy acted as a standing patrol under SGT Young in
harassing CPL Whitmore's C Coy section . CPL Whitmore was caught in a maze of
brush bounded by numerous oxbows . SGT Young and his men had a field day
playing havoc with the poor devils . When SGT Gilbert arrived with his second

standing patrol , the two patrols combined to lash into the C Coy men with
devastating effect . As CPL Whitmore attempted to reorganize , SGTs Young and

Gilbert and their men crept behind in ambush . Finally CPL Whitmore and his
section were captured and executed ( 11 ) at the exercise start - line . Such is
the action to be had by all on

a weekend exercise .

B Company provided the nucleus of the Guard of Honour under MAJ Beal at the
opening of the Royal Winter Fair . We had a good turn - out for the Church
Parade , the Remembrance Day Parade and the fall battalion exercise , so the
company is in full swing . On Friday nights Mr. Goldman runs an advanced

training course and SGT Redmon runs the leading infantryman course . These

courses have combined on two or three evenings and operated as a platoon
practising patrolling technique , including an exercise during the night .

In closing let us just say that in the new year B Company will be a major
factor in battalion training .

J. A. Redmon

C COMPANY

From Raw Recruits to Movie Stars in a Single Day -

It was a warm day in the latter part of July - the 28th to be precise . The

sun was obscured from time to time by the dark clouds overhead . The wind

rustled through the trees as the men of the 48th Highlanders recruit course
pulled out .

We were on chartered buses heading for a mud bath setting located near Milton ,

Ontario . We were to do a movie for the CBC .
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E COMPANY contid .

When w
e
arrived we had a long wait until the actors filtered through the costume

shack and were outfitted with their World War I uniforms
. The rest of us from

the summer course and a few NCOs were next in line for uniforms . Some were

transformed into German officers and men and the rest were to be World War ICanadian troups of the Princess Patricias .

Next on the agenda was soaking up a bit of local colour - brown great " globst
of mud . The CB

C
had so nicely arranged for a water truck to soak the area

where fox - holes and even trenches were located . The cameras then started
rolling , taking scenes of dead men strewn over the country - side . At this same

time , the few remaining Canadians crossed the area to the trench . The next
scene depicted morning tea being brought in for the first time in months .

Perhaps the best non - actor was Sgt . Goldman who , with the aid of my bayonet ,
managed to make a lovely scene of a dead soldier with a bayonet in his chest .
At the same time he was drenched in " blood" by the make -up girls .Ans
The movie is titled " God's Sparrows" was not much of a success , but we were allpaid $25 . for the day and we were in a movie . Yes , movie stars in a single
day !

John Dignam

(Editor's Note : W
e
apologize to Pte . Dignam for not identifying

him in the photograph showing Sgt . Goldman . )

HQ/SP COMPANY

In the June issue of the Falcon I stated that HQ/ SP Company would do its partin making this year's Summer Concentration a success . To be frank , I made
that statement with tongue in cheek as there was some doubt as to whether some

of our chaps could attend the camp .
I should have known that there was nae

fear of that as we did have a good turn - out and our chaps carried out their
assigned tasks in their usual efficient manner . Mind you , this does not mean
that the chaps from the other companies lagged behind . To the contrary , they
all worked like true Highlanders and put the other regiments to shame despite
the fact that we did not win the trophy . Just ask any of the PF fellows who

was best . All who attended this year's camp agreed that it was the best yet .Mind you , it was hard work all the way but we certainly learned a lot .

As you all know HQ/SP has officially formed an Assault Pioneer Platoon which

is really training hard under Sgt . Young who is somewhat of an expert at this
type of training . While in Germany he was attached to the Assault Pioneers
and apparently excelled in the training he received there . Now we are making
good use of his knowledge and will eventually have a crack platoon that the
Battalion should be able to make good use of when in the field .

The other sections signals , transport have been training pers . from other
companies who , from what I have heard , are receiving good instruction and
should therefore reach a high level of proficiency .
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STUDENT SUMMER MILITIA COURSE

2.

4. Pte . Bangsboll

6. Pte . Wilson

7. Ptes . Cerovich
Langstone & others

9. Sgt Young ,
Pte . Gaston

& others
10. Sgt. Goldman

PASSING OUT PARADE

ATPASSCHENDAELE FILM

9 .

6.

www

2. Marchpast

3. Combat Drill

5. Ptes . Sonnenberg , Rathwell ,

Gosney , Fontaine ,

Hodgins, Hickling

8. Pte. McVety and

others

I. CO's Inspection

7 .

10 .
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HO

/SP
COMPANY contid

As you can see from the foregoing , HQ/SP is
now functioning as it should by

carrying out the role that it was meant to within the Battalion .
W
e

were well represented at all the Regimental exercises , parades , etc. ,
although it may not have appeared so . This is due to our ' paper ' strength
being greater than our actual strength a situation brought about by being
given , in September , a list of

names but no bodies . We did get some regular
attenders out of this list whom I would wish to welcome to the company . From
what I have seen of these chaps I would say that they will be an asset to
HQ/SP company .
Well , that's it for now , except that I would wish to take this opportunity

on

behalf of the officers and men of HQ / SP company to wish everyone a Merry
Christmas and a Happy and Safe New Year . Until next year , cheerio for now .

Yours Aye ,

R. L. Cormack

voll brote
SUMMER MILITIA COURSE

The regular summer course for students was held for seven weeks following the
Regimental Concentration at Petawawa . Sixty new recruits joined the regiment

in this year's group , and now form the junior members of all of the companies .
Included in the course were exercises at CFB Petawawa for one week and CFB

Borden for four days . Prize for the best member of the course was won by PTE

John Virag , and the trophy for the best shot was won by PTE Billy Elms -
another Elms in the 48th , and like his father a crack shot !

Special interest was provided for this year's course by the CBC who employed

its members as extras in the filming of " God's Sparrows" , a drama about the

battle of Passchendaele in the First World War . The drama was based on a
novel by Philip Child , a Toronto veteran of 1914-1918 . Members of the 48th
were dressed in old - style uniforms of the Canadian and German armies , and were

used to represent the casualties of both sides strewn over the battlefield .
The drama was filmed on a field near Milton , and appeared on CBC Television on
November 12th . Some pictures taken on the scene are on the next page , and

another account appears in the C Company article .

Another unusual feature of this year's training was the fact that students
already in the regiment attended courses

, at the same time as the recruits .
This was the result of the government's decision to use militia courses as a
means for providing summer student employment for those who did not have other
jobs . As a result about thirty students who belonged to the 48th last year
were also included . These men also took part in the Passchendaele film .

Commanding Officer of this year's course was again CAPT George Pearce ,

assisted by LT Bartley , W
O
Jackson , W

O
Barnes , and six sergeants who ,

Bartley , Jackson and Barnes , are students themselves .
like
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48th HIGHLANDERS LADIES ! AUXILIARY O.C.A.

Hello Falcon Readers :
530

We are pleased to contribute a little news for this final issue for 1970 .
Our bazaar , bake and rummage sales , in April was a real success , thanks to
everyone who contributed towards this big sale .

In May , our President , Mrs. Rena Wilson presented the 0.C.A. President , Mr.
Hugo Goldberg with a cheque to purchase a liquor dispenser , which you probably
noticed in the auditorium bar .

Mrs. Alma Leake has had a very busy year sending out get - well cards and flowerss
to the sick and also , cards of condolence .

Invitations are still wide open for younger members , W
E

NEED YOU . The
requirements are , Article 3 ( a ) " Regular members shall consist of any wife ,
daughter , mother and sister of any male person who served at any time with
the 48th Highlander's of Canada and who is or was a member of the 48th
Highlander's Old Comerades Association " , the fee is $2.00 per year , starting
in January of the year .

Best wishes for a Merry Christmas , and a Prosperous New Year .

G. Spence ,

Vice- President

I

Teacher : What is the lesson to be learned from
the siege of Troy?

Pupil : Never look a gift - horse in the mouth !

A boy wrote to Santa Claus , c / o the North Pole , and asked for
$ 50 . The postmaster opened the letter and took it to hisKinsmen meeting where the members contributed enough to send

the youngster $25 .

After Christmas another letter to Santa came to the post
master's attention : " Dear Santa , thank you for the money .
Next year please send it via the Kiwanis Club . The Kinsmen

kept half this year . "
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0.C.A. NEWS

Hello Readers :

All activities are now in full swing at the Memorial Hall after summer recess
and hoping you are all fit for the winter programmes coming up .

The summer was a busy one for me , taking the veterans from Sunnybrook on bus
trips , etc. You will also notice on the " Lest We Forget " page of this book ,
that we had quite a few of the 48th Highlanders pass away this summer .

The Pachino and Derbyshire reunion night was a big success as many of you
know and we all enjoyed the talk given by the Ex RSM Bill Elms .
The Saturday night dances carried on all through the summer to a good crowd -

credit going to Bernie Whyte for good relationship .

The September Jamboree was very good and kept some on their toes , dancing .
that is .
The Darts and Cribbage are in full swing for the winter .
The Warriors ' Day Parade was a good day for the 0.C.A. with the Drill Team
and Colour Party winning a prize . Thanks boys.

Also , the Armistice Dinner and Parade were well attended .

However , I suppose you all more or less know that 519 Church St. is still
our home .

The one big change being Andy ( Howard ) Anderson retired this summer from
Manager to man of leisure , with Arnold Lea , O.C.A. Secretary taking his place .
That left us with no secretary . Now who do you think came in ? None other
than that good old faithful , reliable , dependable WALLY MOORE .
Thanks Gentlemen for good work done . { *3

Well Readers , I could write more , but space will not permit ..

So I wish you all the Best of

Season's Greetings to you and yours.

Please take it easy through the Yule Tide Festivities as we want you around

next year .

Dileas Gu Brath

Bill Starr
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LETTER TO LCOL CAMERON

(This letter from a former Highlander has
been passed on to the FALCON by Col.
Cameron and Col. Read . )

Dear Col. Cameron :

This letter is the first of its kind that I have ever written , and I hope
that I

am in line addressing it to you .

I am a band sman of the 72nd United States Army Band , and hold a proud
background of three and one half years service in the 48th Highlanders Band ,

under the command of Capt . D. Keeling . I have just completed three years
service in the United States Army and hold a record of one year's combat

service in S.E. Asia . I hold the Bronze Star with oakleaf cluster and the
Army Commendation Medal with oakleaf cluster . I must add that my service in
the 48th has helped me greatly throughout my regular army career . I realizethat I have hardly started as a career soldier bandsman , but I do wear the

title proudly.
Today we held our Nov. 11 ceremonies and throughout the day's activities I
thought of the 48th Highlanders . I just want to make it known that in spite
of the fact that I serve in the American Armed Forces

,

I
am

still a Canadianand strongly feel a sense of pride in my national heritage . My father and
mother suffered loss in W.W. II

, and their losses marched in the ranks of
the 48th Highlanders of Canada . When I served in South Viet Nam I sufferedthe loss of many friends , so the 11th of November means more to me than
ever . Although this day is in no way connected with our present crisis ,
this is the one day we have a chance to drop all other tribulations and pay
tribute to " Our Glorious Dead . "

I would like to extend
my thanks to you sir , for your time in reading this

letter , and on behalf of the bandmaster and men of the 72nd United States
Army Band , I extend best wishes for

a Merry Christmas and most prosperous
New Year to you , your family , and men of the 48th Highlanders of Canada .

Yours sincerely ,

Spc 5 , E - 5 , Ronald G. McGlashan
72nd United States Army Band

Fort MacArthur
California
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LEST WE FORGET 920 Dovercourt
Toronto 4 , Ont .

It is with deep sense of loss that I report the passing of so
many 48th Highlanders . My sincere thanks and appreciation to those who

notified me of the death of 48th Veterans
, also to those who so kindly

acknowledged the flowers sent by the Old Comrades Association .

Bill Starr
Sick Committee

48th Highlanders Deaths to November 15th , 1970

Johnson , C.W. Jan. 30 , 1970 48th 39er-
(Victoria Harbour )

Caddel , H. May 5 , 1970 48th

(Little Current )

Slatter , A.M. , Lieut . June 17 , 1970 134th
King , Joseph June 17 92nd Draft

48th 39erSlessor , G.E. June 18

Cornish , Frank June 26 134th
Jackson , George A. June 26 15th
Graham , Norman June 29 Gordon & 48th

July 5 48th

July 13 15th
Brady , Frank
McKean , J.B.
Scott , J.N.
Hodgson , Alex

Aug. 3 134th
Aug. 4 48th - 39er

Wilson , Joseph Aug. 4 83rd 15th

Spracklin , George Aug. 12 48th

Brown , Donald Aug. 13 48th - 39er

Aug. 21 48th - 39er
Aug. 25 48th 39er

Renshaw , Jack
McClatchy , S.
Ellins , H.
Spicer , Gordon

Aug. 26 15th
Sept. 1 48th 39er

Billson , Gordon Sept. 28 48th 39er1

Courrier , P.J. Oct. 48th 39er
Argue , Wm . Oct. 22 92nd 19th
Durham , Wn . Oct. 22 48th 39er
Harlock , N. Oct. 25
Warmington , R. Oct.

Nov. 11

19th - 15th
15th
48thKaine , Wellington

NOTICE To any member of the Regiment who is unfortunate to become

hospitalized ,

I will willingly visit hin
,

if he or
a relative

will give me a phone call or leave a message at the Club .

Bill StarrChairman of Sick Committee

0.C.A.


